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Quality Assurance Team

RMO

Resident Medical Officer
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A. Background
The Population Council (the Council) initiated an operations research study (pilot study) to test two
Pay-for-Performance (P4P) strategies to improve maternal, newborn and child health (MNCH)
services in Bangladesh in mid-February 2010 (Population Council 2010). The project’s intervention
activities have started from October 2010; and the study is scheduled to end in June 2011 unless the
project is extended to complete at least a 12-month intervention period. The Manual on Financial
Mechanism of the Health Facilities depicts the guidelines, procedures, tools, institutions, and actors
to receive fund and incur expenses for the health facilities in carrying out intervention activities to
improve MNCH services.
The P4P study is being implemented as a part of the two on-going MNCH and maternal and
newborn health (MNH) projects of the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) implemented by
the Directorate General of Health Services (DGHS), Government of Bangladesh (GoB). The study
has been envisaged as a human resource innovation project under the Operational Plan of the GoB
for the year July 2010 to June 2011. Existing non-governmental organization (NGO) partners of the
MNCH and MNH projects are partners of the project while the James P. Grant School of Public
Health of BRAC University has been collaborating with the Council. The study has been testing two
strategies. The first strategy introduces incentives tied with performance for motivating service
providers to improve the quantity as well as quality of services; and enable the poor pregnant
women, and mothers of newborns and under-five children to access services by reducing their outof-pocket costs for medicines, transportation and incidental costs through subsidized coupons. The
second strategy constitutes a P4P scheme for providers only. Both the strategies assume: facility
strengthening by UNICEF in terms of human resource development and replenishing with
necessary equipment and supplies, and community awareness by NGO partners constant.
Gaibandha and Kurigram districts are implementing the first strategy, Jamalpur is implementing the
second strategy, and Thakurgaon is the control site (Population Council 2010).
In order to implement the P4P approach and coupon distribution, the study outlined the formation
of facility-based P4P and/or Coupon Committee 1(The Committee), Quality Assurance Teams
(QATs) and Quality Assurance Groups (QAGs). The P4P and/or Coupon Committee of the
selected facilities will implement the intervention activities with assistance from the facility-based
QATs while the QAGs, formed in membership of experts consisting of professionals from nearby
Medical College Hospitals and the Obstetrics and Gynecological Society of Bangladesh, make
quarterly visits to accredit the facility, measure the performance of the facility-based MNCH teams
and mentor the QATs on performance improvement. The P4P and/or Coupon Committees, QATs
and QAGs are important actors to implement the P4P approach and coupon utilization for the poor
pregnant women, newborn and under-five children. The P4P Committees and/or Coupon
Committees will engage and guide the QATs who will identify the gaps and needs of the facility,
develop team-based action plans to improve the services, make the facilities functional, provide
quality MNCH services, and ensure achievement of qualitative and quantitative targets. In addition
to fund for incentives and coupons, a small amount of fund, namely, Drugs, Consumables and
Maintenance (DCM) and Other Fund will be provided to the facilities. The P4P and/or Coupon
Committees will utilize this fund to keep the facilities functional in case of any supply constraint in
1

The P4P and/or Coupon Committee is known as ‘P4P and Coupon Committee’ in Gaibandha and Kurigram; and
‘P4P Committee’ in Jamalpur.
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essential service drugs and/or address any immediate consumables and maintenance need in
discussion with the QATs.
Four guidelines on implementation of performance-based incentives to providers, formation of the
P4P Committees and/or Coupon Committee and QATs, formation of the QAGs, and distribution
and realization of coupons have been developed on the basis of five policy level and consensus
building workshops under the leadership of the DGHS (DGHS, Population Council, and UNICEF
2010; Population Council 2010; Rahman et al. 2010). The guidelines have been approved by the
Director, Primary Health Care & Line Director, Essential Service Delivery of the DGHS, Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare, Government of Bangladesh in October 2010.
In order to enable the facilities to implement the P4P intervention activities approved in the
guidelines, the Committees need to opportunely receive and effectively utilize the fund following the
standard accounting procedures. The Council has developed this Manual on Financial Mechanism
for the Health Facilities and the Committees to receive fund as advance, incur expenses, and make
payments to the beneficiaries, clients, and vendors following the approved guidelines, standard
accounting procedures and tools mentioned in the Manual.

B. Objectives
The objective of the Manual is to describe the purposes and processes, and list of appropriate
documents to enable the facilities and the P4P and/or Coupon Committees to opportunely receive
and appropriately utilize the funds under the P4P and coupon mechanism to improve the MNCH
services. The specific objectives are to enable the facilities and the Committees to:
•

Complete fund request documentation for receiving funds on time;

•

Incur expenses for incentives, coupons, drugs, consumables, maintenance and other
payments;

•

Settle advance against approved expenses following the guidelines, and standard accounting
practices and procedures after auditor’s certification;

•

Prevent fraud and misappropriation of funds; and

•

Take necessary remedial actions immediately in case of misappropriation of funds.

C. Cost centers/Health facilities
The 12 selected health facilities of the three intervention districts, Gaibandha, Kurigram and
Jamalpur, are the cost centers for the P4P pilot study that will receive fund, and incur expenses until
the end of the project. There are mainly two types of facilities: one provides Comprehensive
Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care (CEmONC) services, and basic EmONC services. District
Hospitals and one Upazila Health Complex (UHC) from the three districts are CEmONC facilities
and the remaining UHCs are basic EmONC facilities. The facilities that provide Basic Emergency
Obstetric and Newborn Care are known as BEmONC facility; and facilities that provide
Comprehensive Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care are known as CEmONC facility. The
difference between these two types of facilities is that the BEmONC facility provides only 7 out of 9
World Health Organization (WHO) suggested signal functions while the CEmONC facility provides
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all the 9 functions 2 (WHO 2009). The QAGs during the accreditation visit ascertain the functional
status of the facilities. The selected facilities are depicted in the following table.
Table 1. Implementing facilities and the cost centers according to district
Gaibandha
Facility
Gaibandha District
Hospital
Sundergonj UHC
Fulchari UHC
Saghata UHC

Kurigram
Type of
Facility
CEmONC
CEmONC
BEmONC
BEmONC

Facility
Kurigram District
Hospital
Nageswari UHC
Bhurungamari
UHC
Chilmary UHC

Jamalpur
Type of
Facility
CEmONC
CEmONC
BEmONC
BEmONC

Facility
Jamalpur District
Hospital
Islampur UHC
Melandah UHC
Bakshiganj UHC

Type of
Facility
CEmONC
CEmONC
BEmONC
BEmONC

Note: Facilities in Jamalpur will not receive any fund for coupon. UHC- Upazila Health Complex; CEmONCComprehensive Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care; and BEmONC- Basic Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care.

D. Agreement and contracting authorities
According to the approved guidelines, the institution-based P4P and/or Coupon Committees (the
Committees) will receive and utilize the fund of the P4P project. The Committees are composed of
the six members (Tables 2 and 3), and chaired by the Civil Surgeons/Superintendents in the District
Hospitals; and Upazila Health and Family Planning Officers in the UHCs.
Before receiving any fund, the Committees of the 12 facilities will sign agreements with the Council
about receiving fund for making payment against incentives, coupons, and incurring expenses for
drugs, consumables and maintenance of the facilities under the P4P project. The agreement will be
signed by the Chairperson of the P4P and/or Coupon Committee and Head of the health facility
while the Country Director of the Council will sign on behalf of the Council.
Table 2. District Hospital Pay-for-Performance and/or Coupon Committee
1. Civil Surgeon/Superintendant
2. Deputy Director-Family Planning/
Assistant Director (Clinical Contraception)
3. Nursing Supervisor
4. An NGO representative (BRAC/CARE)
5. A BMA representative
6. Resident Medical Officer

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member-Secretary

2 A BEmONC facility (1) administer parenteral antibiotics; (2) administer uterotonic drugs (i.e., parenteral oxytocin); (3)
administer parenteral anticonvulsants for preeclampsia and eclampsia (i.e., magnesium sulfate). (4) manually remove the
placenta (5) remove retained products (e.g. manual vacuum extraction, dilation and curettage); (6) perform assisted
vaginal delivery (e.g. vacuum extraction, forceps delivery); and (7) perform basic neonatal resuscitation (e.g., with bag
and mask). A CEmONC facility additionally perform surgery (e.g., caesarean section); and blood transfusion.
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Table 3. Upazila Health Complex Pay-for-Performance and/or Coupon Committee
1. Upazila Health and Family Planning Officer
2. Upazila Family Planning Officer/
Assistant Upazila Family Planning Officer
3. Nursing Supervisor
4. An NGO representative (BRAC/CARE)
5. A representative from Upazila Parishad
6. Resident Medical Officer

Chairperson
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member-Secretary

The Committees will engage appropriate personnel from the facilities to pay cash or check to the
facility-based and field-based beneficiaries, coupon patients and vendors, to distribute medicines, to
keep the books of accounts and to prepare expenditure statements. The Committee and its
designated personnel will follow the standard accounting practices, approved guidelines, and
procedures put forth in the Financial Mechanism Manual.
The P4P and/or Coupon Committees will perform the following activities1.

Open the P4P and/or Coupon Committee’s bank account.

2.

Align the facility-based MNCH care team and QATs for each quarter.

3.

Sign an agreement with the Council about receiving fund for the P4P project and incur
expenses following the standard accounting practices, approved guidelines and procedures put
forth in the Financial Mechanism Manual.

4.

Assess the projected expenses, and request monthly advance from the Council by submitting
an advance request form. The advance request should be made in broad headings of (i)
incentive payment to facility-based MNCH beneficiaries, (ii) incentive payment to field
workers for coupon distribution and/or referral, (iii) incurring expenses against Drugs,
Consumables and Maintenance fund, (iv) payment against transportation coupon to the
coupon beneficiaries, (v) acquisition of medicines for distribution among the coupon
beneficiaries, (vi) payment to the diagnostic centers and/or the GoB Treasury for providing
diagnostic services to the coupon beneficiaries, and (vii) payment against incidental costs to
the coupon beneficiaries. Upon receiving the advance request, the Council will arrange transfer
of the fund to the P4P and/or Coupon Committee’s bank account.

5.

The CEmONC health facilities will identify qualified diagnostic centers that may be
recommended for the patients with coupons to have emergency diagnostic services unavailable
at the facility; and carry out contract with the diagnostic centers to reimburse them for
providing services on monthly basis.

6.

Approve of incentive distribution to providers/beneficiaries’ bank accounts based on
institutional performance, providers’ presence, coupon distribution and referrals made by the
field workers.

7.

Approve of coupon distribution (in Gaibandha and Kurigram) according to the list of poor
pregnant women and poor mothers of neonates and under-five children submitted by the
respective Family Welfare Assistants (FWAs), Health Assistants (HAs) and NGO field
workers after receiving certification from the Union Health and Family Planning Committees.
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8.

Provide incentives by issuing Account Payee checks as performance incentives to the
providers, diagnostic service facilities and vendors; and pay cash to the field workers and
vendors.

9.

Arrange for providing medicines, cash for transportation and incidental costs to coupon
beneficiaries at the facilities.

10.

Monitor financial reimbursement to the P4P scheme beneficiaries and expenses made for the
DCM fund; and coupon beneficiaries.

11.

Manage and keep appropriate records, vouchers and supporting documents of the facility
beneficiaries and field workers’ incentive, the transportation, medicine/diagnostic, and
incidental coupons, payment to diagnostic facilities, and the DCM Funds.

12.

Provide the lists of incentive and coupon beneficiaries, and diagnostic facilities certified by the
head of the institution and validated by the P4P and/or Coupon committee while requesting
advance fund from the Council.

13.

Settle the advance monthly by submitting the expense account along with the original receipts
and supporting documents against facility beneficiaries and field workers’ incentive, coupon
and DCM fund to the Council. Having one’s name as a member of the MNCH team will not
make anyone eligible for receiving incentive unless the facility satisfactorily meets the
quantitative and qualitative targets. In order to receive the incentives, the beneficiaries will
have to work at the facility during the measured period. Thus, the advance will be adjusted
upon receiving the original receipts and certification of appropriateness of the books of
accounts and supporting documents from the Audit Firm appointed by the Council.

14.

Take measures to ensure smooth fund flow and prevent fraud and misappropriation of fund.
For achieving this goal, the Committee will cooperate with the Council and its appointed
Audit Firm in establishing and practicing sound financial mechanism with regard to incentive
disbursement, coupon payment, medicine acquisition and distribution, payment for the
prescribed diagnostic services and incurring expenses against DCM fund. In case of anomaly
or fraudulent activities, the P4P and/or Coupon Committee will take corrective measures
immediately, as advised by the DGHS and Audit Firm.

15.

Discuss with the facility-based QATs in utilizing DCM fund and other activities.

16.

Meet at least once a month to review the performance of the facility and coupon distribution
(only in Gaibandha and Kurigram), and take appropriate measures. If necessary, the P4P
and/or Coupon Committee may meet more frequently.
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E. Type of funds
Depending on the implementation activities and type of infrastructure, the facilities will receive six
types of fund. Facilities in all the districts will receive incentive and DCM funds. Facilities in
Gaibandha and Kurigram districts, except for the District Hospitals, will receive funds for coupon
while the District Hospitals and the CEmONC UHCs will receive fund to make payment to the
diagnostic services to the coupon beneficiaries, which is not applicable to the BEmONC facilities.
1. Incentive fund:

•

Incentive payment to the facility-based MNCH service providers, managers;
administrative and support staff based on quarterly target achievement; and (12 facilities)

•

Incentive payment to the field workers including Family Welfare Assistants, Health
Assistants and NGO volunteer/workers for coupon distribution and/or referral services
(6 UHCs of Gaibandha and Kurigram districts for coupon distribution; 9 UHCs for referral
payments).

2. Drugs, Consumables and Maintenance and Other fund (12 facilities):

•

Purchasing essential drugs for clients, and consumables that are required by the
providers in providing EmONC services; and

•

Incurring expenses for maintenance of the facilities and P4P activities.

3. Coupon fund for transportation costs (8 facilities of Gaibandha and Kurigram districts):

•

Payment for transportation cost to coupon clients for receiving EmONC care.

4. Coupon fund for medicines (8 facilities of Gaibandha and Kurigram districts):

•

Payment for purchasing medicines for coupon clients receiving EmONC care.

5. Coupon fund for incidental expenses (8 facilities of Gaibandha and Kurigram districts):

•

Payment for incidental cost to coupon clients for receiving hospitalized EmONC care.

6. Coupon fund for diagnostic services:

•

Payment to diagnostic service centers for providing approved diagnostic services to
coupon clients (4 CEmONC facilities of Gaibandha and Kurigram districts).

•

Payment to the GoB Treasury for providing diagnostic services from the facility-based
pathological labs to the coupon clients (Gaibandha and Kurigram District Hospitals).

F. Requisite documents for receiving funds in advance, incurring expenses, &
advance settlement
According to the approved guidelines, the institution-based P4P and/or Coupon Committees will
receive fund in advance from the Council based on monthly advance request made to the Council
by the Committees. The fund request will be made along with necessary projection and supporting
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documents. Upon receiving the advance request and necessary documents, the Council will make
arrangement to transfer the monthly advance amount to the P4P and/or Coupon Committee’s bank
account. The Committee, after receiving the fund, will incur expenses following the guidelines.
Within 15 days of the end of a month, the Committee will settle the advance by submitting an
expense account with necessary vouchers and supporting documents. The Committee may make
payments to the facility-based beneficiaries and field workers for incentives; to the coupon clients
for transportation and incidental costs; to the diagnostic facilities and GoB Treasury for providing
diagnostic services to the coupon clients; and for incurring expenses against the DCM Fund and
acquiring medicines for the coupon clients. The Statement of Expenditure and all necessary
vouchers and supporting documents will be certified by the Committee; which will then examined
and certified by an Audit Firm engaged by the Council towards adjusting and settling the advance. A
copy of the submitted documents will be retained by the Committee for at least four years.
Thus, receiving fund in the beginning of a month, incurring expenses over the month, and advance
settlement at the end of a month involve several parties depending on the activity. The parties or the
actors in financial transaction include the Council and the health facilities (i.e. the Cost Centers),
facility-based pay-for-performance incentive recipients, field-based incentive recipients, coupon
clients, diagnostic service centers, and vendors.
There are three major types of financial activities or transactions: (i) advance payment; (ii) advance
settlement; and (iii) incurring P4P incentive, DCM, and coupon expenses. The first two types of
activities will take place between the Council and the Committee in the beginning and in the end of a
month, respectively, while the third type of activity will be initiated by the Committee with several
parties over the month or in the end of a month before settling the advance with the Council. For
instance, incentive payment to the field-based incentive recipients for coupon distribution and
referrals will be made in the end of every month; incentive payment to the facility-based pay-forperformance incentive recipients will take place at the end of quarterly evaluation by the QAGs
while payment of transportation costs to coupon clients and making expenses using the DCM fund
will take place over the month.

G. Transaction matrix
A maximum of 16 types of financial activities or transactions will be carried out by the health
facilities or the cost centers involving different parties requiring different documents. This can be
briefly presented in a matrix called the transaction matrix for easy and comprehensive
understanding. The Table 4 furnishes the transaction matrix with the list of financial transactions
and required documents/forms/tools for each transaction between the parties. The transactions
briefly include fund flow and settlement of funds between the Council and the Cost Centers; and
also between the Cost Centers and different beneficiaries and recipients of the fund including
coupon and incentive beneficiaries, diagnostic service centers, the GoB Treasury and vendors.
Specimens of the relevant forms are attached in Annex 1.
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Table 4. Transaction matrix with the list of transactions and required documents for
transaction between the parties

Transaction 1

Bank transfer

Monthly advance received by the P4P
and/or Coupon Committee from the
Council.
1st party: The Committee

2nd party: The Council

• Form_1: Signed agreement between the
P4P Committee and the Council.

• Form_1: Signed agreement between the P4P
and/or Coupon Committee and the Council.

• Form_2: Request for monthly advance to
• Form_10: Letter/advice informing the
the Population Council in seven headings:
Committee about transfer of fund to the
(i) incentive payment to facility based
Committee’s bank account.
MNCH beneficiaries, (ii) incentive payment
to field workers for coupon distribution
and/or referral, (iii) expenses against Drugs,
Consumables and Maintenance and Other
fund, (iv) payment against transportation
coupon to the coupon beneficiaries, (v)
payment against incidental costs to the
coupon beneficiaries, (vi) acquisition of
medicines for distribution among the
coupon beneficiaries and (vii) payment to
the diagnostic centers for providing
diagnostic services to the coupon
beneficiaries.
• Form_3: List of facility-based incentive
beneficiaries, their basic salary, and
quarterly incentive amount calculated based
on the first and second level of target
achievement; and certified documents of
last month’s basic salary of the
beneficiaries.
• Form_4_A: List of field-based beneficiaries
for coupon distribution and/or referrals for
FWAs.
• Form_4_B: List of field-based beneficiaries
for coupon distribution and/or referrals for
HAs.
• Form_4_C: List of field-based beneficiaries
for coupon distribution and/or referrals for
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NGO workers.
• Form_5: List of drugs and consumables to
be purchased, and maintenance services to
be acquired in a month.
• Form_6_A: List of coupon beneficiaries.
• Form_6_B: Projected transportation costs
for coupon beneficiaries.
• Form_6_C: Projected incidental costs for
coupon beneficiaries.
• Form_7: List of Medicines to be acquired
for the coupon beneficiaries.
• Form_8: Meeting resolution of the
Committee on selection of diagnostic
service centers attached to the list of
nominated centers that will be referred to
the coupon beneficiaries (applicable only to
District Hospitals and facility with
CEmONC Services).
• Form_9_A: Contract signed between the
Committee of the CEmONC facilities and
the diagnostic service centers about
reimbursing payment against diagnostic
services provided to the coupon
beneficiaries.
• Form_9_B: Projected diagnostic costs for
coupon beneficiaries.
• Form_17_C: Bank book
• Form_22_C: Bank reconciliation statement

Transaction 2

Paying by Account Payee Check

Incentive payment to facility-based
MNCH beneficiaries.
1st party: The Committee (Payment-maker)

2nd party: Facility-based beneficiaries

• Form_11_A: Meeting resolution of the
Committee on quarterly incentive amount
distribution to the facility-based
beneficiaries based on the Quality
Assurance Group’s performance

• Form_11_B: Facility-based beneficiaries’
monthly attendance sheets attested by the
facility head.
• Form_12: List of quarterly facility-based
incentive amount distribution signed by the
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measurement report.
• Form_11_B: Facility-based beneficiaries’
monthly attendance sheets attested by the
facility head.

beneficiaries upon receiving the account payee
checks.
• Form_13: Account payee check received.

• Form_12: List of quarterly facility-based
incentive amount distribution signed by the
beneficiaries upon receiving the account
payee checks.
• Form_13: Account payee checks issued in
favor of the beneficiaries. Photocopies of
the checks/Appropriately filled out check
foils to be maintained.
• Form_17_B: Payment voucher (for each
beneficiary)
• Form_17_C: Bank book
• Form_17_G: MNCH ledger

Transaction 3

Paying in Cash

Incentive payment to the field workers
for coupon distribution and/or making
successful referrals.
1st party: The Committee (Payment-maker)

2nd party: Field workers
(FWAs, HAs, NGO workers)

• Cash payment.

• Form_19: Coupon Cards distributed by the
field workers.

• Form_14_A: Cash receipt for the field
workers signed by both the beneficiaries
and the facility head.
• Form_16_A: Referral slips distributed by
the fieldworkers and presented by the
patients signed by the service providers.
• Form_16_C: Payment register for referrals
maintained by payment maker.
• Form_17_A: Petty cash register
• Form 17_B: Payment voucher:
• Form_17_D: Cash book
• Form_17_F: Field worker ledger

• Form_15_A: Coupon register maintained by
the field workers.
• Form_15_B: Referral register maintained by
the field workers.
• Form_16_A: Referral slips distributed by the
fieldworkers and presented by the patients
signed by the service providers.
• Form_14_A: Cash receipt for the field
workers signed by both the beneficiaries and
the facility head.
• Cash received.
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Transaction 4

Paying in Cash

Purchasing essential drugs and
consumables and acquiring services for
amount up to Taka 5,000.00 per
purchase.
1st party: The Committee (Payment-maker)

2nd party: Vendor

• Form_5: List of drugs, consumables and
maintenance services to be incurred in a
month.

• Bill

• Cash payment

• Money receipt
• Cash received

• Form_17_A: Petty cash register
• Form 17_B: Payment voucher
• Form_17_D: Cash book
• Form_17_E: DCM ledger
• Form_17_H: Stock register for DCM

Transaction 5

Paying by Account Payee Check

Purchasing essential drugs and
consumables and acquiring
maintenance services for amount above
Taka 5,000.00 per purchase.
1st party: The Committee (Payment-maker)

2nd party: Vendor

• Form_5: List of drugs for providers,
consumables and maintenance services to
be incurred in a month signed by the
Committee.

• Quotation

• Form_18: Comparison statement among
minimum three (3) competitive quotations

• Money receipt

• Form_13: Account payee check issued in
favor of the vendors. Copy of account
payee checks/Appropriately filled up
check foils to be maintained.

• Invoice
• Bill
• Form_13: Account payee check received.

• Form_17_B: Payment voucher
• Form_17_C: Bank book
• Form_17_E: DCM ledger
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• Form_17_H: Stock register for DCM.

Transaction 6
Distribution of essential drugs among
the MNCH clients from DCM fund.

Giving out Medicines

1st party: The Committee (Pharmacist)

2nd party: MNCH clients

• Form_20: Medicine receipt signed by the
Pharmacist and approved by the
UHFPO/RMO.

• Form_20: Medicine receipt signed/provided
thumb impression upon receiving medicine.

• Form 16_D: Medicine register for MNCH
clients maintained by the Pharmacist.

• Medicine received.

• Form_17_H: Stock register for DCM.
• Medicine provided.

Transaction 7

Paying in Cash

Payment of transportation cost to
coupon beneficiaries.
1st party: The Committee (Payment-maker)

2nd party: Coupon beneficiaries

• Cash payment

• Form_19: Coupon card signed by the service
provider.

• Form_14_B: Cash Receipt for the coupon
beneficiaries signed by the payment maker
and approved by RMO/UHFPO.
• Form_16_B: Payment register for coupon
beneficiaries maintained by Payment-maker.

• Form_14_B: Cash Receipt for the coupon
beneficiaries signed/provided thumb
impression upon receiving cash.

• Form_17_A: Petty cash register
• Form 17_B: Payment voucher
• Form_17_D: Cash book
• Form_17_J: Transportation cost ledger.
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Transaction 8

Paying in Cash

Payment of the incidental costs to
coupon beneficiaries.
1st party: The Committee (Payment-maker)

2nd party: Coupon beneficiaries

• Cash disbursed

• Cash received

• Form_14_B: Cash Receipt for the coupon
beneficiaries signed by the Payment maker
and approved by RMO/UHFPO.

• Form_19: Coupon card signed by the service
provider.

• Form_16_B: Payment register for coupon
beneficiaries maintained by payment maker.

• Form_14_B: Cash Receipt for the coupon
beneficiaries signed/provided thumb
impression upon receiving cash.

• Form_17_A: Petty cash register
• Form 17_B: Payment voucher
• Form_17_D: Cash book
• Form_17_L: Incidental cost ledger.

Transaction 9

Paying in Cash

Payment for purchase of medicines for
coupon beneficiaries for amount up to
Taka 5,000.00 per purchase.
1st party: The Committee (Payment-maker)

2nd party: Vendor

• Form_7: List of medicines to be purchased
for the coupon beneficiaries in a month.

• Bill

• Cash disbursed
• Form_17_A: Petty cash register

• Money receipt
• Cash received

• Form 17_B: Payment voucher
• Form_17_D: Cash book
• Form_17_K: Medicine for coupon
beneficiaries ledger.
• Form_17_I: Stock register of Medicine for
coupon beneficiaries.
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Transaction 10

Paying by Account Payee Check

Payment for purchase of medicines for
coupon beneficiaries for amount above
Taka 5,000.00 per purchase.
1st party: The Committee (Payment-maker)

2nd party: Vendor

• Form_7: List of medicines to be purchased
for the coupon beneficiaries in a month.

• Quotation

• Form_18: Comparison statement among
minimum three (3) competitive quotations
• Form_13: Account payee checks issued in
favor of the vendors. Copy of account
payee checks/Appropriately filled check
foils to be maintained.

• Invoice
• Bill
• Money receipt
• Form_13: Account payee check received.

• Form_17_B: Payment voucher
• Form_17_C: Bank book
• Form_17_K: Medicines for coupon
beneficiary ledger.
• Form_17_I: Stock register of Medicines for
coupon beneficiaries.

Transaction 11
Distribution of medicines among the
coupon beneficiaries.

Giving out Medicines

1st party: The Committee (Pharmacist)

2nd party: Coupon beneficiaries

• Form_20: Medicine receipt signed by the
Pharmacist and approved by the
UHFPO/RMO.

• Form_19: Coupon card signed by the service
provider.

• Form 16_E: Medicine register for coupon
beneficiaries maintained by Pharmacist.
• Form_17_I: Stock register of Medicine for
coupon beneficiaries.

• Form_20: Medicine receipt Signed/provided
thumb impression upon receiving medicine.
• Medicine received.

• Medicine provided.
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Transaction 12

Providing diagnostic services

Providing diagnostic services to the
coupon beneficiaries at the facility
1st party: The Committee (Lab Technician)

2nd party: Coupon beneficiaries

• Form_21: Diagnostic receipt signed by the
Lab Technician and approved by the
UHFPO/RMO.

• Form_19: Coupon card signed by the service
provider and Lab Technician.

• Form 16_F: Diagnostic register for coupon
beneficiaries maintained by Lab Technician.

• Form_21: Diagnostic receipt signed by the Lab
Technician and approved by the
UHFPO/RMO.

• Diagnostic services provided.

• Diagnostic services received.

Transaction 13

Providing diagnostic services

Providing diagnostic services to the
coupon beneficiaries from a
Diagnostic Test Center
1st party: The Committee (Lab Technician)

2nd party: Coupon beneficiaries

• Form_21: Diagnostic receipt signed by the
Lab Technician and approved by the
UHFPO/RMO.

• Form_19: Coupon card signed by the service
provider and Lab Technician.

• Form 16_F: Diagnostic register for coupon
beneficiaries maintained by Lab Technician.

• Form_21: Diagnostic receipt signed by the Lab
Technician and approved by the
UHFPO/RMO.

• Diagnostic services provided.

• Diagnostic services received.

Transaction 14

Paying in Cash

Payment to the GoB Treasury for
providing diagnostic services from the
facility labs to the coupon beneficiaries
(Applicable only for the District Hospitals)
1st party: The Committee

2nd party: GoB

• Form_21: Diagnostic service receipt
signed/provided thumb impression by the
coupon beneficiary and the facility lab
technician

• GoB Treasury challan received

• Form_17_A: Petty cash register
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• Form 17_B: Payment voucher
• Form_17_D: Cash book
• Form_17_N: Facility diagnostic cost ledger
• GoB Treasury challan purchased

Transaction 15

Paying by Account Payee Check

Payment to diagnostic service centers
for providing prescribed diagnostic
services to the coupon beneficiaries
(Applicable only to District Hospitals and facilities with
comprehensive EmONC services)

1st party: The Committee
• Form_9: Signed agreement between the
Committee and the diagnostic centers.
• Form_21: Diagnostic service receipt
signed/provided thumb impression by the
coupon beneficiary and the authority of the
diagnostic center.
• Form_13: Account payee checks issued in
favor of the diagnostic center. Photocopies
of the checks/ appropriately filled check
foils to be maintained. If the own laboratory of
the facility charges for diagnostic services then that
amount will be paid through treasury chalan.
• Form_17_B: Payment voucher
• Form_17_C: Bank book
• Form_17_M: Diagnostic cost ledger.

Transaction 16

2nd party: Diagnostic service centers
• Form_9: Signed agreement between the
Committee and the diagnostic centers.
• Form_19: Coupon card signed by the service
provider of the facility and that of the
diagnostic center.
• Form_21: Diagnostic service receipt
signed/provided thumb impression by the
coupon beneficiary upon receiving services.
• Form_13: Account payee check received.

Bank transfer

Settlement of advance amount with the
Council
1st party: The Committee
2nd party: The Council
• Form 17_B: Payment voucher with • Form_22: Adjust the advance against expenses
necessary vouchers and original documents
for incentives, coupons and, DCM. Shortfall
amount will be paid to the Committee while
• Form_22_A: Monthly Expense Report
the excess advance amount will be adjusted
• Form_22_B: Check Outstanding Schedule
against the next month’s fund request.
• Form_22_C: Bank reconciliation statement
• Form_10: Letter informing the Committee
• Form_22_D: Statement of Receipts and
about the fund transfer to the Committee’s bank
Payments
account.
• Form_2: Request for advance for next
month
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H. Conclusions
The transaction matrix outlined in the Manual, the forms attached to the Appendix, and the four
guidelines, hopefully, will guide and enable the Committee to initiate and carry out day-to-day
financial activities to achieve the goal of the P4P project of creating an enabling system to reward
the managers, providers, and support staff for their provide the best possible MNCH services in
reducing the demand-side barriers by providing coupons to the poor women, newborns and underfive children. This may contribute to reduce maternal, neonatal and under-five children’s morbidity
and mortality in Bangladesh leading to achieving the Millennium Development Goals 4 and 5.
It is expected that all transactions will be transparent and carried out upholding the highest standard
of moral and ethical values; which will automatically contribute to prevent any misappropriation and
fraudulent activities. Both the Committees and the QATs will remain vigilant in preventing unfair
utilization of funds. In case of any such activity, the Committee will take immediate remedial actions
and secure the funds. The Committee, the QATs, and the Committee designated personnel who will
carry out the financial activities and keep the books of accounts need complete and clear
understanding of handling the financial matters following the Manual, and standard accounting
practices and procedures. Such an understanding coupled with good intention will contribute to the
successful implementation of the financial activities set forth in the pay-for-performance and
coupon related incentive disbursement and DCM fund management.
The financial mechanism, in countries outside Bangladesh, is usually managed by Voucher
Management Agencies while the public health facilities in Bangladesh, with technical assistance from
the Council, will be carrying out this challenging task. Thus, it offers an alternative model of
financial management mechanism. If successful, the financial mechanism of the P4P pilot project, as
a model of the human resource innovation study, will set an example to the program managers,
researchers and policy makers in the national, regional and international level in shaping the financial
management of the future incentive-based initiatives.
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Appendix - 1
Required documents and forms for financial transaction under the P4P Project

Form 1: Sample Agreement between the Health Facilities and the Population Council

Agreement Between
The Population Council and
Kurigram District Hospital P4P and Coupon Committee
1.0

Parties:

This Agreement is signed between:
The Population Council, an international, nonprofit and nongovernmental organization having its
office at House CES (B) 21, Road 118, Gulshan 2, Dhaka-1212, piloting the project, ‘Introducing PayFor-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in
Bangladesh’ to improve the maternal, newborn and under-five children services in Bangladesh. The
study is under the operational plan of 2010-2011 of the Directorate General of Health Services
(DGHS), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare of the Government of Bangladesh. The Population
Council, hereinafter mentioned as the Council, presents itself as the FIRST PARTY.
And
Kurigram District Hospital P4P and Coupon Committee, a facility based committee has been
formed to implement the P4P approach and coupon distribution. (P4P Committee formation
Notice approved by the DGHS are attached herein Annexure 1). The P4P and Coupon Committee’s
activities have been outlined in the Guideline for the P4P and Coupon Committee, and approved by
the DGHS (the Guideline and approval letter are attached herein Annexure 2). Kurigram District
Hospital P4P and Coupon Committee, hereinafter mentioned as the Committee, presents itself as
the SECOND PARTY.
Terms and Scope of Work:
The Committee will be responsible for setting benchmark and performance targets, managing
incentive distribution, overseeing coupon distribution and its payment, and facilitating the P4P
project activities. In addition, this committee will manage facility-based Drugs, Consumables and
Maintenance (DCM) Fund. The committee’s activities are guided by the approved Guidelines for
Pay-for-Performance Incentive, and Coupon for Clients (Guidelines are attached herein Annexure3 and 4). The financial mechanism under the P4P project has been delineated in the Manual on
Financial Mechanism for the Health Facilities (the Manual is attached herein Annexure- 5).
The detailed terms and scope of work/clauses for both parties are given below:
2.1

Following the Guidelines and the Manual, the second party will make monthly advance
request to the first party against the following activities:
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(i)

making incentive payment to facility based MNCH beneficiaries
(once a quarter),

(ii)

incurring expenses against Drugs, Consumables and Maintenance Fund,

(iii)

making payment against transportation coupon to the coupon beneficiaries,

(iv)

acquiring medicines for distribution among the coupon beneficiaries,

(v)

making payment to the diagnostic centers for providing diagnostic services to the coupon
beneficiaries, and

(vi)

making payment against incidental costs to the coupon beneficiaries.

Upon receiving the advance request and necessary documents, the Council will make arrangement to
transfer monthly advance amount to the Committee’s bank account within seven (7) days.
2.2

The Committee will make transactions through the Committee’s bank account by using joint
signatures of the Committee Chairperson and Member Secretary. Fund operation and all
disbursements have to be made in accordance and conformity with the guidelines set out in
the Manual on Financial Mechanism for the Health Facilities, and the approved guidelines.

2.3

The Committee will make incentive payment to facility based MNCH beneficiaries,
fieldworkers for coupon distribution and/or referral, expenses against Drugs, Consumables
and Maintenance Fund, make payment against transportation and incidental coupon for
coupon beneficiaries, acquire medicines and arrange for distribution of medicines among the
coupon beneficiaries, and make payment to the diagnostic centers for providing diagnostic
services to the coupon beneficiaries.

2.4

Within 15 days of the end of a month, the Committee will settle the advance by submitting a
Statement of Expenditure, along with all original receipts, invoices and other related
documents related to disbursements, to the Council. The Statement of Expenditure and all
necessary vouchers and supporting documents will be certified by the Committee; which will
then examined and certified by an Audit Firm engaged by the Council towards adjusting and
settling the advance. A copy of submitted documents will be retained by the Committee.

2.5

Any unutilized or unspent amount will be adjusted with the next month’s advance. Any
unspent money after the project period will be returned to the Council.

2.6

The Committee is responsible individually and/or collectively for appropriate utilization of
fund, settlement of the advances, and prevention of any misappropriation or fraudulent
activities.

2.7

The Committee may assign any person(s) within the committee or within the facility to
maintain or manage the multiple tasks of fund management.

2.8

The Committee will maintain all related documents, vouchers and books of accounts
including bank book, cash book, ledgers along with a copy of all the documents submitted to
the Council at the time of submission of monthly expenditure. These documents and
records will be kept in the concerned facility office and/or at the office of the Committee
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Chairperson for a period of at least four (4) years after either the termination of this
agreement or the completion of the P4P Project, whichever happens first.
2.9

The Committee will be responsible to appropriate use of funds and adjust the advanced
amount and will cooperate with the internal and/or external audit teams.

2.10

For the project evaluation purpose, the Committee will keep necessary papers and
documents for at least four (4) years after either the termination of this Agreement or the
completion of the P4P Project, whichever happens first.

2.11

Any disagreement will be settled, firstly, in discussion between the two parties. The DGHS
may mediate between the two parties, if needed.

3.0

Duration of the Agreement:

This Agreement will be effective from the date of signing the agreement up to the period of the P4P
project completion.

4.0 This Agreement has been executed in two sets of original copies. In witness where of the parties
have signed this Agreement in Dhaka or at the Respective Facility on the mentioned dates.

Signed on behalf of:
The First Party
____________________________

The Second Party
________________________

Country Director

Chairperson

The Population Council
House CES(B) 21, Road 118
Gulshan 2, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh.

Kurigram District Hospital
P4P and Coupon Committee
Kurigram, Bangaldesh.

Date:

Date:

Witnesses

Witnesses

1.

1.

2.

2.
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Form-2
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre: ___________________________________________
Advance Request Form for the Month of _____________________

Year:________

Date:
To: Country Director
The Population Council, House CES (B) 21, Road 118 Gulshan, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
A. *Opening Balance as of
1. Cash at Bank (as of Bank book)
2. Cash in hand (as of Cash book)
Total balance available (1+2)

Amount (Taka)

B. Projected expenses for the month of: December Year:2010
Head of Expenses (HoE)
**Incentive for MNCH Team
**Incentive for fieldworkers
**Drugs Consumables and Maintenance and other fund
**Transportation costs for coupon beneficiaries
**Medicine costs for coupon beneficiaries
**Incidental expenses for coupon beneficiaries
**Diagnostic costs for coupon beneficiaries

HoE Ref.
#

Requested
amount
(Tk.)

Advanced
amount
(Tk.)

Total
Actual fund transfer amount (B-A):
Submitted by:
Name:

Reviewed by:
Name:

Approved by:
Name:

Designation:

Designation:

Designation:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Enclosed: * i) Monthly bank statement should be attached along with bank reconciliation statement
* ii) Required documents as mentioned in the Manual
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Form-3: Top Sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
List of Facility-based Incentive Beneficiaries and their Benefits
Name of the Facility/Cost Center:________________________________

Quarter:___________________________________________________

Requested amount in Taka: __________________________________

Certified By : (please tick) (CS/UHFPO)

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:

*Enclosed: Certified office documents of the beneficiaries last month’s basic salary.
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Form-3

List of Facility-based Incentive Beneficiaries and their Benefits

Name of the Facility/Cost Center:________________________________
Sl. No Designation

Name of the incentive beneficiaries

Benefit
ratio

Quarter:______________________________
Basic salary*
(Previous Month)

Quarterly incentive
amount in Taka with
1st level target
achievement

Quarterly incentive
amount in Taka with
2nd level target
achievement

Total amount in Taka
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Form- 4_A, 4_B, 4_C: Top Sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Fund request for Field-based Beneficiaries

Total Fund Request for Field-based Beneficiaries
For FWA (Form-4_A) *
For HA (Form-4_B)*
For NGO (Form-4_C)*
Total requested amount in Taka
*Amount to be brought forward from Forms 4_A, 4_B and 4_C.

Certified By: (please tick) UHFPO/UFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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Form- 4_A
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
List of Family Welfare Assistant (FWA) for Coupon Distribution and/or Referrals
Name of the Facility/Cost Center:_______________________________

Total Number of FWA

Month and Year:_________________

Total Projected number
of coupon distribution

Total Projected number
of referral cases

Total Requested
amount in Taka

Certified By: UFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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List of Family Welfare Assistant (FWA) for Coupon Distribution and/or Referrals
Name of the Facility/Cost Center: _______________________________
Sl.

Working
area (union)

Field Workers’ Code No.
(From left to right, District code: 1
digit; Upazila code: 2 digits;
Union code: 2 digits; Field worker’s
code: 3 digits)

Name of the FWA

Month and Year: _________________
Projected number of
coupon distributions
and incentive amount
in Taka

Projected number of
referral cases and
incentive amount in
Taka

Estimated
amount of total
incentives in
Taka

(A)

(B)

(A+B)

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______
Total amount in Taka
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Form- 4_B
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
List of Health Assistant (HA) for Coupon Distribution and/or Referrals
Name of the Facility/Cost Center:______________________________

Total Number of HA

Month and Year:_________________

Total Projected number
of coupon distribution

Total Projected number
of referral cases

Total Requested
amount in Taka

Certified By: UHFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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List of Health Assistants (HAs) for Coupon Distribution and/or Referrals
Name of the Facility/Cost Center: _______________________________
Sl.

Working
area (union)

Field Workers’ Code No.
(From left to right, District code: 1
digit; Upazila code: 2 digits;
Union code: 2 digits; Field worker’s
code: 3 digits)

Name of the HAs

Month and Year:_________________
Projected number of
coupon distributions
and incentive amount
in Taka

Projected number of
referral cases and
incentive amount in
Taka

Estimated
amount of total
incentives in
Taka

(A)

(B)

(A+B)

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______
Total amount in Taka
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Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh

Form- 4_C

List of NGO Workers/Volunteers for Coupon Distribution and/or Referrals
Name of the Facility/Cost Center: _______________________________

Total Number of NGO

Workers/Volunteers

Total Projected number
of coupon distributions

Month and Year: _________________

Total Projected number
of referral cases

Total Requested
amount on Money

Certified By: (please tick) UHFPO/UFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/
Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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List of NGO Worker/Volunteer for Coupon Distribution and/or Referrals
Name of the Facility/Cost Center:_______________________________
Sl.

Working
area (union)

Field Workers’ Code No.
(From left to right, District code: 1
digit; Upazila code: 2 digits;
Union code: 2 digits; Field worker’s
code: 3 digits)

Name of the NGO
Workers/Volunteers

Month and Year:_________________
Projected number of
coupon distributions
and incentive amount
in Taka

Projected number of
referral cases and
incentive amount in
Taka

Estimated
amount of total
incentives in
Taka

(A)

(B)

(A+B)

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______

______ x 20 =_______

______ x 50 =_______
Total amount in Taka
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Form- 5: Top Sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
List of Drug, Consumables and Maintenance (DCM), and Others
Name of the Facility: _____________________________

Month and Year:___________________

Total Requested amount in Taka:

Prepared By:
Name & Designation:
Date:
Certified by: Gynae & Obstetrician

Certified by: Pediatrician

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:

Approved by: CS/UHFPO

Certified by: RMO

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:

Notes:
* Drugs under the DCM fund include the drugs that are provided under the essential supply and drug (ESD) list, which the
local authorities cannot buy in case of temporary shortage. These drugs are for all the MNCH clients.
**Consumables include the materials, equipments and other necessary items like hexisol, hand rub, gloves, which are
necessary to provide quality MNCH care by the providers. These items are only used by the providers and the support
staff.
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Form- 5
List of Drug, Consumables and Maintenance (DCM), and Others
Name of the Facility:_____________________________
Sl. No

Name of
Drugs*/Consumables**/Maintenance/
and others

Month and Year:___________________
Requested
number

Estimated unit
cost
(Tk)

Estimated
total cost
(Tk)

Total amount in Taka
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Form- 6_A Top sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
List of Coupon Beneficiaries
Name of the Facility: _____________________________

Union: ______________________ Month and Year: ______________________

Total Number of Coupon Beneficiaries:

Assigned Fieldworker for Coupon Distribution
Ward No.

HA

FWA

NGO worker

Certified By: UHFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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Form- 6_A

List of Coupon Beneficiaries

Name of the Facility: _____________________________
Sl. No

Name of the Coupon Beneficiaries

Union:______________________
Name of Husband/Guardian

Month and Year:___________________
Address

Total Number of Coupon Beneficiaries:
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Form- 6_B Top Sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Projected Transportation Cost for Coupon Beneficiaries

Total Requested amount in Taka:

Certified By: (please tick)CS/UHFPO/UFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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Form- 6_B

Projected Transportation Cost of Coupon Beneficiaries

Name of the Facility: _____________________________
Sl. No

Name of the Union

Month and Year: __________________

Estimated number of coupon
beneficiaries

Average amount of
transportation cost in Taka

Projected amount of
transportation cost in Taka

(A)

(B)

(A X B)

Total amount in Taka
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Form- 6_C Top Sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Projected Incidental Cost of Coupon Beneficiaries
Name of the Facility: _____________________________

Month and Year:___________________

Total Requested amount in Taka:

Certified By: (please tick) CS/UHFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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Form- 6_C

Projected Incidental Cost of Coupon Beneficiaries

Name of the Facility: _____________________________

Sl. No

Name of the Union

Total number
of coupon
beneficiaries

Month and Year:___________________

Projected number of
coupon beneficiaries who
may need hospitalization
(A)

Average amount of
incidental costs in
Taka for
hospitalization (B)

Projected amount of
incidental cost in Taka
(A X B)

Total amount in Taka
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Form- 7: Top Sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh

List of Medicines for Coupon Beneficiaries
Name of the Facility: _____________________________

Month and Year: ______________________

Total Requested amount in Taka:

Prepared By:
Name:
Date:
Certified by: Gynae & Obstetrician

Certified by: Pediatrician

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:

Approved by: CS/UHFPO

Certified by: RMO

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:

Note: *Drugs for MNCH services, which are not available in the facility, will be purchased by using this fund for the coupon
clients.
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Form- 7

List of Medicines for Coupon Beneficiaries

Name of the Facility: _____________________________
Sl. No

Name of Medicines*

Month and Year:______________________
Requested
number

Estimated unit
cost (Taka)

Estimated total cost
(Taka)

Total cost in Taka
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Form- 8
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh

Meeting Minutes
Name of the
Committee:

_____________________ District Hospital/Upazila Health Complex P4P and
Coupon Committee

Date:
Time:
Venue:
Agendum:

Selection of the diagnostic test centers (DTCs) that the coupon beneficiaries will
be referred to for receiving diagnostic services, which are necessary, but
unavailable at the facility.

Based on the DGHS approved Coupon for Clients Guideline for the P4P project, and in discussion
among the Committee members, the Committee has decided that total ___ diagnostic test centers
(list attached) will be the referral diagnostic test centers for necessary diagnostic tests for the coupon
beneficiaries of the P4P project. The Committee has selected the test centers for having the ability to
provide the diagnostic tests services with high standard quality of care and accuracy. The Committee
will discuss and sign agreements with the nominated test centers about reimbursing payment against
diagnostic services provided to the coupon beneficiaries during the project period.
Signature of the Committee Participants:
Sl.

Designation

Name

Signature and date

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Form- 8

Attachment 1

List of the Diagnostic Test Centers selected for Referral to the Coupon Beneficiaries
Sl.
No

Name and Address of the
Diagnostic Centers

Name of the Owner of the
DTC with whom the
Agreement will be signed

Specific services of the
DTC that could be used for the
coupon beneficiaries
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Form- 9_A:

Agreement between
_________________District Hospital/Upazila Health Complex P4P and/or Coupon
Committee and __________________________Diagnostic Center

1.0

Parties:

This Agreement is signed between:

P4P and/or Coupon Committee, a facility based committee formed to implement the P4P approach and
coupon distribution. (P4P Committee formation Notice approved by the DGHS are attached herein
Annexure 1). P4P and/or Coupon Committee presents itself as the FIRST PARTY.
And
Diagnostic Center, a center selected by the respective P4P and/or Coupon Committee for providing
selected pathological tests to the coupon holders. The selected diagnostic center presents itself as the
SECOND PARTY.
2.0

Terms and Scope of Work:

Detailed terms and scope of work/clauses for both parties are given below:
2.1

The selected diagnostic center will provide selected pathological tests to a coupon holder upon
receiving the referral slip from the coupon holder.

2.2

The center will provide the test to the patient after checking the slip and being satisfied that whether it
is approved by the UH&FPO or Resident Medical Officer (RMO) of the respective facility.

2.3

Diagnostic center will have the authority to provide two pathological tests to the coupon holders.
These are: 1. Ultra-sonogram and 2. Blood Screening Test.

2.4

Costs of these tests will be decided mutually by both the P4P and/or Coupon Committee and the
Diagnostic center.

2.5

Lab technician/service provider of the Diagnostic Center will keep a copy of referral slip from every
client who received the service from the center and give a signed copy to the client after giving the
service.

2.6

Diagnostic Center will be responsible to transmit the report of the diagnostic test result to the RMO
of the respective District Hospital or Upazila Health Complex.
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2.7

At the end of the month, the diagnostic center will submit all the copies of referral slip to the P4P
and/or Coupon Committee and will receive their money from the Coupon Payment Maker.

2.8

The RMO of the respective facility will examine the claim receipts submitted by the Diagnostic
Center and advice the Coupon Payment Maker for payment.

2.9

The Diagnostic Center and the service provider/lab technician of the center should maintain the
privacy of the client and will responsible be for the accuracy of the test.

3.0

Duration of the Agreement:

This Agreement will be effective from the date of signing the agreement up to the project completion.

4.0

This Agreement has been executed in two sets of original copies.

In witness where of the parties have signed this Agreement in Respective Facility/Diagnostic Center on the
date mentioned
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Signed on behalf of:

First Party

Second Party

P4P and/or Coupon Committee

Diagnostic Center

Chairperson

Authority of the Diagnostic Center

Witness

Witness

1.

1.

2.

2.
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Form- 9_B Top Sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Projected Diagnostic Test Cost for Coupon Beneficiaries from the Facility and the Diagnostic Test Centers
Name of the Facility: _____________________________

Month and Year: ___________________

Total Requested amount in Taka:

Certified By: (please tick) CS/UHFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier)

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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Form- 9_B

Projected Diagnostic Test Cost for Coupon Beneficiaries from the Facility and the Diagnostic Test Centers

Name of the Facility: _____________________________

Sl. No

Name of the
Upazila*/ Union

Total number of
coupon beneficiaries

Month and Year:__________________

Projected number of
coupon beneficiaries
referred to District
Hospital*/CEmONC
UHC

Projected number of
coupon beneficiaries
who may need
diagnostic tests
(A)

Average cost of
diagnostic test costs in
Taka
(B)

Projected
amount of
diagnostic test
cost in Taka
(A X B)

Total amount in Taka
Note: For District Hospital “Name of the Upazila” is applicable in column 2 while for CEmONC UHC “Name of Union” will be applicable
*Column no. 4 is to be used only for District Hospital
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Form- 10

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh

Fund Transfer Advice
The P4P and/or Coupon Committee Chair
Gaibandha/Kurigram/Jamalpur District Hospital/
Sundargonj/Saghata/Fulchari/Upazila Health Complex, Gaibandha/
Nageswari/Chilmary/Bhurungamari Upazila Health Complex, Kurigram/
Islampur/Melandah/Bakshiganj Upazila Health Complex, Jamalpur
Bangladesh.
Re: Bank transfer in response to your fund request for the month of
__________________, year________.
Dear Mr./Ms. _______________________,
With
reference
to
your
fund
request
dated___________________
for
Taka__________________, I would like to inform you that a Demand Draft
No._________________ of Taka________________ dated______________ has been issued in
favor of the P4P and/or Coupon Committee _______________________________,
Gaibandha/Kurigram/Jamalpur as an advance for the month of _________________,
year________ under the pilot project on Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to
Increase Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh.

We look forward to the Committee’s fund settlement at the end of the month following the
approved Guidelines, Financial Mechanism Manual and standard accounting practices and
procedures.
Sincerely,
Country Director
Population council
House CES(B) 21, Road # 118
Gulshan, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
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Form- 11
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to
Increase Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh

Meeting Minutes
Committee Name:

__________________ District Hospital/ Upazila Health Complex P4P
and/or Coupon Committee

Date:
Time:
Venue:
Agendum:

Incentive amount distribution to the facility-based beneficiaries based on
the Quality Assurance Group’s performance measurement report for the
quarter ______________________________, year: ________.

Based on the Quality Assurance Group’s (QAG) visit and performance measurement report as of
__________________(date) and discussion among the Committee members, the Committee has
decided that total _____ members of the facility-based MNCH team (list attached) will receive
incentives for the quarter ________________________ year ______. The Committee will issue
account payee checks favoring each incentive beneficiary, and they will receive the checks upon
signing the necessary documents attested with revenue stamp.
Committee members’ signature
Sl.

Designation

Name

Signature of the Members

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Form- 11

Attachment 1

List of the selected MNCH Team Members as Incentive Beneficiaries and Incentive Amount
For the Quarter __________________________________ Year _____

Sl.

Designation

Name of the Incentive Beneficiaries

Incentive Amount
(Taka)
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Form- 12: Top Sheet
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and
Child Health Services in Bangladesh
List of Facility-based Incentive Beneficiaries and their Benefits

Name of the Facility/Cost Center: __________________________________________

Quarter and Year: _____________________

Total Incentive amount Received by Beneficiaries:

Certified By: (please tick) CS/UHFPO

Prepared By: : (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/ Cashier

Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:
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Form- 12

List of Facility-based Incentive Beneficiaries and their Benefits

Name of the Facility/Cost Center: __________________________________________
Sl. No

Name of the Incentive Beneficiaries

Designation

Quarter and Year:_____________________
Account payee check
number and date

Received
incentive
amount (Taka)

Signature attested on
revenue Stamp

Total Amount
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Form-14_A Facility Copy

Cash Receipt for Fieldworkers
(To be prepared by Payment Maker)

Name of the Facility: _____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Fieldworker’s ID Number:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits)
Name of Fieldworker:________________________________________________________________________________________
Designation: HA/FWA/NGO worker

Area/Union:____________________________ Month: ____________Year:_________

No. of Coupons distributed

Amount:

No. of Referrals:

Amount:

Total amount for distributed Coupons and Referrals:
Name of Payment Maker: _____________________________________________Signature __________________ Date: __________
Signature of Fieldworker: ________________________________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO/UFPO)__________________________________Signature: ____________________Date: _________

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..................

Cash Receipt for Fieldworkers

Form-14_A Population Council Copy

(To be prepared by Payment Maker)
Name of the Facility: _____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Fieldworker’s ID Number:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits)
Name of Fieldworker:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Designation: HA/FWA/NGO worker

Area/Union:____________________________ Month: ____________Year:_________

No. of Coupons distributed

Amount:

No. of Referrals:

Amount:

Total amount for distributed Coupons and Referrals:
Name of Payment Maker: _____________________________________________Signature __________________ Date: __________
Signature of Fieldworker: ________________________________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO/UFPO)__________________________________Signature: ____________________Date: _________
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Cash Receipt for Fieldworkers

Form-14_A Fieldworker Copy

(To be prepared by Payment Maker)
Name of the Facility: _____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Fieldworker’s ID Number:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits)
Name of Fieldworker:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Designation: HA/FWA/NGO worker

Area/Union:____________________________ Month: ____________Year:_________

No. of Coupons distributed

Amount:

No. of Referrals:

Amount:

Total amount for distributed Coupons and Referrals:
Name of Payment Maker: _____________________________________________Signature __________________ Date: __________
Signature of Fieldworker: ________________________________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO/UFPO)__________________________________Signature: ____________________Date: _________
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Cash Receipt for Coupon Beneficiaries

Form 14_B Facility Copy

(To be prepared by Payment Maker)
Name of Facility: _________________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver’s code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Received Taka as

Neonate

 Transportation cost:

Under-5 child _________________________________________________________
 Incidental cost:

Total:

For receiving service: _____________________________________________________________________Service Code:
Name Coupon Payment Maker: _____________________________________ Signature ____________________ Date: ___________

Signature/fingerprint of Coupon Recipient: ________________________________________________________ Date: ___________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)_____________________________________Signature: ____________________ Date: ___________

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..................
Form 14_B Population Council Copy

Cash Receipt for Coupon Beneficiaries
(To be prepared by Payment Maker)

Name of Facility: _________________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver’s code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Received Taka as

Neonate

 Transportation cost:

Under-5 child _________________________________________________________
 Incidental cost:

Total:

For receiving service: _____________________________________________________________________Service Code:
Name Coupon Payment Maker: _____________________________________ Signature ____________________ Date: ___________
Signature/fingerprint of Coupon Recipient: ________________________________________________________ Date: ___________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)_____________________________________Signature: ____________________ Date: ___________
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Cash Receipt for Coupon Beneficiaries

Form 14_B Patient Copy

(To be prepared by Payment Maker)
Name of Facility: _________________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver’s code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Received Taka as

Neonate

 Transportation cost:

Under-5 child _________________________________________________________
 Incidental cost:

Total:

For receiving service: _____________________________________________________________________Service Code:
Name Coupon Payment Maker: _____________________________________ Signature ____________________ Date: ___________

Signature/fingerprint of Coupon Recipient: ________________________________________________________ Date: ___________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)_____________________________________Signature: ____________________ Date: ___________
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Kzcb weZiYKvixi †iwRóvi

Form-15_A Top Sheet

Kzcb weZiYKvixi bvg: _____________________________________________________________

Kzcb bv¤^vi

Mf©eZx gwnjv/ wkïi
gv‡qi bvg

¯^vgx/ wkïi evevi bvg

beRvZK/Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi
eqmx
wkïi bvg I eqm
bvg

*

HA /FWA/NGO Kgx©

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg; Dc‡Rjv : ___________________

Kzcb weZiYKvixi †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

Kzcb weZiYKvixi c`ex:

M„nxZ
†mevi

†idv‡ij

¯^vÿi

¯’vb

†KvW*

eqm

Kzcb weZiYKvix

Kzcb MÖnYKvix

†mevi †KvW GKvwaK n‡Z cv‡i|

Kzcb weZiYKvixi †KvW bs (evg ‡_‡K Wv‡b): †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, Kzcb weZiYKvix †KvW: 3 msL¨v |
†mevi †KvW: cÖme c~e© 1g †mev=01; cÖme c~e© 2q †mev=02; cÖme c~e© 3q †mev=03; cÖmec~e© 4_© †mev=04; Mf©Kvjxb RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =05; cÖmeKvjxb †mev=06; cÖme cieZ©x RwUjZv
e¨e¯’vcbv =07; cÖme cieZ©x RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr =08; beRvZ‡Ki RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =09; beRvZ‡Ki RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr=10; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi RwUjZv
e¨e¯’vcbv =11; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr =12|
†idv‡ij ¯’vb: dzjQwo Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =01; mvNvUv Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =02; my›`iMÄ Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =03; MvBevÜv †Rjv nvmcvZvj =04
fziæ½vgvix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =05; wPjgvix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =06; bv‡Mk¦ix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =07; KzwoMÖvg †Rjv nvmcvZvj =08|
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Kzcb weZiYKvixi †iwRóvi

Form-15_A

ZvwiL

Kzcb bv¤^vi

Mf©eZx gwnjv/ wkïi
gv‡qi bvg

¯^vgx/ wkïi evevi bvg

beRvZK/Ab~aŸ© 5
eQi eqmx
wkïi bvg I eqm
bvg

eqm

M„nxZ
†mevi

†idv‡ij

¯’vb

¯^vÿi

†KvW
Kzcb weZiYKvix

Kzcb MÖnYKvix
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†idviKvixi †iwRóvi

Form-15_B

†idviKvixi bvg: _____________________________________________________________
†idviKvixi †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^v‡ii
†mev MÖnYKvixi †KvW msL¨v

Mf©eZx gwnjv/ wkïi
gv‡qi bvg

¯^vgx/ wkïi evevi bvg

†idviKvixi c`ex: HA /FWA/NGO Kgx©
†Rjv:MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg/Rvgvjczi; Dc‡Rjv :___________________

Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx
wkïi bvg I eqm
bvg

eqm

†idv‡ij

†idv‡ij

†mevi

¯’vb

¯^vÿi

†KvW

†idviKvix

†mev MÖnYKvix

†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi: (evg ‡_‡K Wv‡b): †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, gvVKgx©i †KvW: 3 msL¨v, †mev MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v |
†idviKvixi †KvW bs (evg ‡_‡K Wv‡b): †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, Kzcb weZiYKvix/ gvVKgx©i †KvW: 3 msL¨v |
†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW: Mf©Kvjxb SywKc~Y© mgm¨v=1; cÖme=2; SuywKc~Y© cÖme=3; cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=4; beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=5; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=6;
†idv‡ij ¯’vb: dzjQwo Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =01; mvNvUv Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =02; my›`iMÄ Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =03; MvBevÜv †Rjv nvmcvZvj =04
fziæ½vgvix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =05; wPjgvix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =06; bv‡Mk¦ix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =07; KzwoMÖvg †Rjv nvmcvZvj =08
eKkxMÄ Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =09; Bmjvgcyi Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =10; †gjv›`n Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =11; Rvgvjcyi †Rjv nvmcvZvj =12|
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Form-15_B

ZvwiL

†ivMx mbv³KiY
bv¤^v‡ii †mev
MÖnYKvixi †KvW msL¨v

†idviKvixi †iwRóvi
Mf©eZx gv/ beRvZ‡Ki bvg

wcZv/¯^vgxi bvg I wVKvbv

Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx
wkïi bvg eqm
bvg

eqm

†idv‡ij †mevi

†KvW

†idv‡ij

¯^vÿi

¯’vb
†idviKvix

†mev MÖnYKvix
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Form-16_A ¯^v ¯’¨‡K‡›`ªi Kwc

†idv‡ij w¯øc
(gvVKgx© Øviv c~iYK…Z)

ZvwiL:

µwgK bs:

Kzcb bs /†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi:
(evg †_‡K Wv‡b; †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, gvVKgx©i †KvW: 3 msL¨v, †mev MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v)
†mev MÖnYKvixi bvg:

Mf©eZx gv

beRvZK

Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkï: ____________________________________________________________________

†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW:
†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW: Mf©Kvjxb SywKc~Y© mgm¨v=1; cÖme=2; SuywKc~Y© cÖme=3; cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=4; beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=5; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=6|
†idviK…Z ¯^v¯’¨‡K›`ª: ____________________________________________________________________________

†idviK…Z ¯^v¯’¨‡K‡›`ªi †KvW :

gvVKgx©i bvg: __________________________________________________________________________________ gvVKgx©i c`ex: HA/FWA/NGO Kgx©
gvVKgx©i ¯^v¶i : _____________________________________________________________________________

ZvwiL: ___________________

†mev cÖ`vbKvixi ¯^vÿi: _________________________________________________________________________

ZvwiL: ___________________

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Form-16_A ccy‡jkb KvDwÝ‡ji Kwc

†idv‡ij w¯øc
(gvVKgx© Øviv c~iYK…Z)

ZvwiL:

µwgK bs:

Kzcb bs /†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi:
(evg †_‡K Wv‡b; †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, gvVKgx©i †KvW: 3 msL¨v, †mev MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v)
†mev MÖnYKvixi bvg:

Mf©eZx gv

beRvZK

Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkï: ____________________________________________________________________

†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW:
†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW: Mf©Kvjxb SywKc~Y© mgm¨v=1; cÖme=2; SuywKc~Y© cÖme=3; cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=4; beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=5; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=6|
†idviK…Z ¯^v¯’¨‡K›`ª: ____________________________________________________________________________

†idviK…Z ¯^v¯’¨‡K‡›`ªi †KvW :

gvVKgx©i bvg: __________________________________________________________________________________ gvVKgx©i c`ex: HA/FWA/NGO Kgx©
gvVKgx©i ¯^v¶i : ______________________________________________________________________________

ZvwiL: ___________________

†mev cÖ`vbKvixi ¯^vÿi: __________________________________________________________________________

ZvwiL: ___________________
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Form-16_A †mev MÖnYKvixi Kwc

†idv‡ij w¯øc
(gvVKgx© Øviv c~iYK…Z)

ZvwiL:

µwgK bs:

Kzcb bs /†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi:
(evg †_‡K Wv‡b; †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, gvVKgx©i †KvW: 3 msL¨v, †mev MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v)
†mev MÖnYKvixi bvg:

Mf©eZx gv

beRvZK

Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkï: ____________________________________________________________________

†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW:
†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW: Mf©Kvjxb SywKc~Y© mgm¨v=1; cÖme=2; SuywKc~Y© cÖme=3; cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=4; beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=5; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=6|
†idviK…Z ¯^v¯’¨‡K›`ª: ____________________________________________________________________________

†idviK…Z ¯^v¯’¨‡K‡›`ªi †KvW :

gvVKgx©i bvg: __________________________________________________________________________________ gvVKgx©i c`ex: HA/FWA/NGO Kgx©
gvVKgx©i ¯^v¶i : ___________________________________________________________________________

ZvwiL: ___________________

†mev cÖ`vbKvixi ¯^vÿi: ________________________________________________________________________

ZvwiL: ___________________

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Form-16_A gvVKgx©i Kwc

†idv‡ij w¯øc
(gvVKgx© Øviv c~iYK…Z)

ZvwiL:

µwgK bs:

Kzcb bs /†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi:
(evg †_‡K Wv‡b; †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, gvVKgx©i †KvW: 3 msL¨v, †mev MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v)
†mev MÖnYKvixi bvg:

Mf©eZx gv

beRvZK

Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkï: ____________________________________________________________________

†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW:
†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW: Mf©Kvjxb SywKc~Y© mgm¨v=1; cÖme=2; SuywKc~Y© cÖme=3; cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=4; beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=5; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=6|
†idviK…Z ¯^v¯’¨‡K›`ª: ____________________________________________________________________________

†idviK…Z ¯^v¯’¨‡K‡›`ªi †KvW :

gvVKgx©i bvg: __________________________________________________________________________________ gvVKgx©i c`ex: HA/FWA/NGO Kgx©
gvVKgx©i ¯^v¶i : ______________________________________________________________________________

ZvwiL: ___________________
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Form-16_B: Top Sheet

Kzc‡bi UvKv cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

Kzcb weZiYKvixi bvg: _____________________________________________________________

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg; Dc‡Rjv : ________________________

Kzcb weZiYKvixi †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

Kzcb bs

Kzcb weZiYKvixi c`ex: HA/FWA/NGO Kgx©

†ivMxi bvg

M„nxZ †mevi

hvZvqvZ LiP

Avbyl½xK LiP

†gvU LiP

†KvW

†idv‡ij
¯’vb

¯^vÿi
UvKv
cÖ`vYKvix

UvKv
MÖnbKvix

Kycb bs: (evg †_‡K Wv‡b): †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, Kzcb weZiYKvixi †KvW: 3 msL¨v, Kzcb MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v
†mevi †KvW: cÖme c~e© 1g †mev=01; cÖme c~e© 2q †mev=02; cÖme c~e© 3q †mev=03; cÖmec~e© 4_© †mev=04; Mf©Kvjxb RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =05; cÖmeKvjxb †mev=06;
cÖme cieZ©x RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =07; cÖme cieZ©x RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr =08; beRvZ‡Ki RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =09; beRvZ‡Ki RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr=10;
Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =11; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr =12|
†idv‡ij ¯’vb: dzjQwo Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =01; mvNvUv Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =02; my›`iMÄ Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =03; MvBevÜv †Rjv nvmcvZvj =04
fziæ½vgvix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =05; wPjgvix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =06; bv‡Mk¦ix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =07; KzwoMÖvg †Rjv nvmcvZvj =08|
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Kzc‡bi UvKv cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

Form-16_B

Kzcb weZiYKvixi bvg: _____________________________________________________________

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg; Dc‡Rjv : ________________________

Kzcb weZiYKvixi †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

Kzcb bs

Kzcb weZiYKvixi c`ex: HA/FWA/NGO Kgx©

†ivMxi bvg

M„nxZ †mevi hvZvqvZ LiP Avbyl½xK LiP
†KvW

†gvU LiP

†idv‡ij
¯’vb

¯^vÿi
UvKv
cÖ`vYKvix

UvKv
MÖnYKvix
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Form-16_C: Top Sheet

gvVKgx©i UvKv cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

gvVKgx©i bvg: ________________________________________________
gvm: _______________________ eQi: ____________________________

FWA/HA/NGO Kgx©

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg/Rvgvjczi; Dc‡Rjv : ________________________

gvVKgx©i †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

gvVKgx©i c`ex:

†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi

†ivMxi bvg

Kzcb weZiY

†idv‡ij ¯’vb

M„nxZ †mevi †KvW

n¨uv/bv
n¨uv/bv
n¨uv/bv

†gvU weZiYK…Z Kycb msL¨v I UvKvi cwigvb: _______________ x 20 =______________ †gvU mdj †idv‡ij msL¨v I UvKvi cwigvb: _______________ x 50 =______________
†gvU UvKvi cwigvb: Kzcb + †idv‡ij =________________________
UvKv cÖ`vYKvixi bvg: __________________________________________________________________

¯^vÿi: _______________________________

UvKv MÖnbKvixi bvg: __________________________________________________________________

¯^vÿi: _______________________________

†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi: (evg ‡_‡K Wv‡b: †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, gvVKgx©i †KvW: 3 msL¨v, †mev MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v)
†idviKvixi †KvW bs (evg ‡_‡K Wv‡b): †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, Kzcb weZiYKvix †KvW: 3 msL¨v |
†idv‡ij †mevi †KvW: Mf©Kvjxb SywKc~Y© mgm¨v=1; cÖme=2; SuywKc~Y© cÖme=3; cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=4; beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=5; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v=6|
†idv‡ij ¯’vb: dzjQwo Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =01; mvNvUv Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =02; my›`iMÄ Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =03; MvBevÜv †Rjv nvmcvZvj =04
fziæ½vgvix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =05; wPjgvix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =06; bv‡Mk¦ix Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =07; KzwoMÖvg †Rjv nvmcvZvj =08
eKkxMÄ Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =09; Bmjvgcyi Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =10; †gjv›`n Dc‡Rjv ¯^v¯’¨ Kg‡cø· =11; Rvgvjcyi †Rjv nvmcvZvj =12
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Form-16_C

gvVKgx©i UvKv cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

gvVKgx©i bvg: ________________________________________________
gvm: _______________________
gvVKgx©i †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi

gvVKgx©i c`ex:

HA/FWA/ NGO Kgx©

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg/Rvgvjczi; Dc‡Rjv : _______________________
†ivMxi bvg

Kzcb weZiY

†idv‡ij ¯’vb

M„nxZ †mevi
†KvW

n¨uv/bv
n¨uv/bv
n¨uv/bv
n¨uv/bv
n¨uv/bv
n¨uv/bv

†gvU weZiYK…Z Kycb msL¨v I UvKvi cwigvb: _______________ x 20 =______________ †gvU mdj †idv‡ij msL¨v I UvKvi cwigvb: _______________ x 50 =______________
†gvU UvKvi cwigvb: Kzcb + †idv‡ij =________________________
UvKv cÖ`vYKvixi bvg: __________________________________________________________________

¯^vÿi: _______________________________

UvKv MÖnbKvixi bvg: __________________________________________________________________

¯^vÿi: _______________________________
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Form-16_D Top Sheet

Ilya (DCM) cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

¯^v¯’¨‡K›`ª : _____________________________
ZvwiL

Kzcb bs/†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg/Rvgvjczi; Dc‡Rjv : ____________________
†ivMxi bvg

M„nxZ
†mevi
†KvW

Ily‡ai bvg, cwigvY

¯^vÿi
Ilya cÖ`vbKvix

Ilya MÖnYKvix

Kzcb bs/†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi: (evg †_‡K Wv‡b: †Rjv †KvW): 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, Kzcb weZiYKvixi †KvW: 3 msL¨v, Kzcb MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v
M„nxZ †mevi †KvW: 01 = cÖme c~e© 1g †mev; 02 = cÖme c~e© 2q †mev; 03 = cÖme c~e© 3q †mev; 04 = cÖme c~e© 4_© †mev; 05 = Mf©Kvjxb SuywKc~Y© mgm¨v; 06 = SuywKc~Y© cÖme;
07 = cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v; 08 = cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨vi 2q mvÿvr; 09 = beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v; 10 = beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨vi 2q ¯^vÿvr;
11 = Ab~aŸ© 5-eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v; 12 = Ab~aŸ© 5-eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨vi 2q ¯^vÿvr|
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Ilya (DCM) cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

Form-16_D

¯^v¯’¨‡K›`ª : _____________________________
ZvwiL

Kzcb bs/†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi

†ivMxi bvg

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg/Rvgvjczi; Dc‡Rjv : ____________________
M„nxZ
†mevi
†KvW

Ily‡ai bvg, cwigvY

¯^vÿi
Ilya cÖ`vbKvix

Ilya MÖnYKvix
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Form-16_E: Top Sheet

Kzcb e¨enviKvixi Rb¨ Ilya cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

Kycb cÖ`vYKvixi bvg: __________________________________________

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg; Dc‡Rjv : __________________

Kycb cÖ`vYKvixi †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

Kzcb bs

†ivMxi bvg

M„nxZ
†mevi
†KvW

Ily‡ai bvg, cwigvY

¯^vÿi
Ilya cÖ`vbKvix

Ilya MÖnYKvix

Kzcb bs/†ivMx mbv³KiY bv¤^vi: (evg †_‡K Wv‡b): †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, Kzcb weZiYKvixi †KvW: 3 msL¨v, Kzcb MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v
M„nxZ †mevi †KvW: 1 = cÖme c~e© 1g †mev; 2 = cÖme c~e© 2q †mev; 3 = cÖme c~e© 3q †mev; 4 = cÖme c~e© 4_© †mev; 5 = Mf©Kvjxb SuywKc~Y© mgm¨v; 6 = SuywKc~Y© cÖme;
7 = cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v; 8 = cÖme cieZx© SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨vi 2q mvÿvr; 9 = beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v; 10 = beRvZ‡Ki SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨vi 2q ¯^vÿvr;
11 = Ab~aŸ© 5-eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨v; 12 = Ab~aŸ© 5-eQi eqmx wkïi SyuwKc~Y© mgm¨vi 2q ¯^vÿvr
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Kzcb e¨enviKvixi Rb¨ Ilya cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

Form-16_E

Kycb cÖ`vYKvixi bvg: __________________________________________

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg; Dc‡Rjv : __________________

Kycb cÖ`vYKvixi †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

Kzcb bs

†ivMxi bvg

M„nxZ †mevi
†KvW

Ily‡ai bvg, cwigvY

¯^vÿi
Il~a cÖ`vbKvix

Ilya MÖnYKvix
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Form-16_F: Top Sheet

Kzcb e¨enviKvixi Rb¨ WvqvMbwóK †mev cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

Kycb cÖ`vYKvixi bvg: __________________________________________

Kzcb bs

Dc‡Rjv : __________________

¯^v¯’¨‡K›`ª / WvqvMbwóK †mev‡K›`ª : __________________________________________

Kycb cÖ`vYKvixi †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg;

†ivMxi bvg

M„nxZ †mevi

WvqvMbwóK †mevi weeiY

¯^vÿi

†KvW
j¨ve †mev cÖ`vbKvix

j¨ve †mev MÖnYKvix

Kycb bs: (evg †_‡K Wv‡b): †Rjv †KvW: 1 msL¨v, Dc‡Rjv †KvW: 2 msL¨v, BDwbqb †KvW: 2 msL¨v, Kzcb weZiYKvixi †KvW: 3 msL¨v, Kzcb MÖnYKvixi †KvW: 4 msL¨v
†mevi †KvW:

cÖme c~e© 1g †mev=01; cÖme c~e© 2q †mev=02; cÖme c~e© 3q †mev=03; cÖmec~e© 4_© †mev=04;

Mf©Kvjxb RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =05; cÖmeKvjxb †mev=06;

cÖme cieZ©x RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =07; cÖme cieZ©x RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr =08; beRvZ‡Ki RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =09;

beRvZ‡Ki RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr=10;

Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbv =11; Ab~aŸ© 5 eQi eqmx wkïi RwUjZv e¨e¯’vcbvi 2q mvÿvr =12|
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Form-16_F

Kzcb e¨enviKvixi Rb¨ WvqvMbwóK †mev cÖ`v‡bi †iwRóvi

Kycb cÖ`vYKvixi bvg: __________________________________________

Kzcb bs

Dc‡Rjv : __________________

¯^v¯’¨‡K›`ª / WvqvMbwóK †mev‡K›`ª : __________________________________________

Kycb cÖ`vYKvixi †KvW bs:
ZvwiL

†Rjv: MvBevÜv/KzwoMÖvg;

†ivMxi bvg

M„nxZ †mevi
†KvW

WvqvMbwóK †mevi weeiY

¯^vÿi
j¨ve †mev cÖ`vbKvix

j¨ve †mev MÖnYKvix
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Form17_A
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and
Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Petty Cash Register
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Date

Voucher No. and Particulars

Debit

Credit

Total
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Form-17_B
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase
Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Payment Voucher
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Description

Date:

HoE Ref.
#

Amount in Taka

Check No.:
Voucher
No.:PCV/CV:

Total Amount in Taka :

In words :
Payee :
Purpose/Description :
Approvals
Prepared by :

Signature

Date :

Approved by :

Signature

Date :

HoE Ref. # - Head of Expenditure Reference number. Its description is given below. Ref numbers 4-7 are not applicable for Jamalpur.
HoE Ref. Code:1-Incentive for MNCH Team; 2- Incentive for fieldworkers; 3-Drugs Consumables and Maintenance
(DCM) and other fund; 4-Transportation costs for coupon beneficiaries; 5-Medicine costs for coupon beneficiaries;
Incidental expenses for coupon beneficiaries; 7-Diagonestic costs for coupon beneficiaries
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Form- 17_C

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/Cost Centre:
Bank Book
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________

Date

Voucher
No.

Debit
Particulars with
check number
Opening balance
Fund transfer
from PC

Ledger
Folio

Debit
amount
Tk.

Date

Voucher
No.

Credit
Particulars with
check number

Ledger
Folio

Credit
amount
Tk.

Balance
Tk.

Closing balance
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Form- 17_D

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and
Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Cash
Book
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________

Date

Voucher
No.

Debit
Particulars with
check number
Petty Cash fund
for Several
expenses,CHQ5898960

Ledger Debit
Folio amount
Tk.

Date

Voucher
No.

Credit
Particulars with
check number

Ledger
Folio

Credit
amount
Tk.

Balance
Tk.

DCM & Other
fund
Incentive for
Fieldworkers
Closing balance
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Form- 17_E

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Ledger Book: DCM and Other Fund
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Date

Particulars

Cash/bank
book Folio

Total
Credit
Amount
Amount (Tk)
(Tk)
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Form- 17_F

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Ledger Book: Incentive Payment to Field Worker
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Date

Particulars

Cash/bank
book Folio

Credit
Amount
(Tk)

Total
Amount
(Tk)
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Form- 17_G

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Ledger Book: Incentive Payment to MNCH Team
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Date

Particulars

Credit
Cash/bank
Amount
book Folio
(Tk)

Total
Amount
(Tk)
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Form- 17_H

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Stock Register for DCM
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Name of Item:______________
Date

B.F.

Received

C. Memo
Challan No.

Total

Requisition
No.

Quantity
Disbursed

Balance

Remar
ks
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Form- 17_I

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Stock Register of Medicines Coupon for Beneficiaries
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Name of
Medicine:__________________________
Date

B.F.

Received

C. Memo
Challan No.

Total

Requisition
No.

Quantity
Disburse
d

Balance

Remarks
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Form- 17_J

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Ledger Book: Transportation for Coupon Beneficiaries
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Date

Particulars

Cash/bank
book Folio

Credit
Amount
(Tk)

Total
Amount
(Tk)
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Form- 17_K

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Ledger Book: Medicine for Coupon Beneficiaries
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Date

Particulars

Cash/bank
book Folio

Credit
Amount
(Tk)

Total
Amount
(Tk)
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Form- 17_L

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Ledger Book: Incidental Costs for Coupon Beneficiaries
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
Date

Particulars

Cash/bank
book Folio

Credit
Amount
(Tk)

Total
Amount
(Tk)
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Form- 17_M

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of Maternal,
Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:

Ledger Book: Diagnostic Costs at the Diagnostic Center for Coupon Beneficiaries
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________

Date

Particulars

Cash/bank
book Folio

Credit
Amount
(Tk)

Total
Amount
(Tk)
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Form- 17_N

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and
Child Health Services in Bangladesh

Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Ledger Book: Diagnostic Costs at the Facility for Coupon Beneficiaries
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________

Date

Particulars

Cash/bank
book Folio

Credit
Amount
(Tk)

Total
Amount
(Tk)
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Form- 18
Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/Cost Center: ________________________________________________________

Comparison Statement*
Description of product/service

Vendor Name and Address
Vendor-1:

Vendor-2:

Vendor-3:

Price details

Price details

Price details

Based on the comparison of the above three quotations for purchasing the item(s) __________________
Vendor (1/ 2/ 3) ______________________________________________ has been nominated and thus recommended to be ordered for
supplying the item(s) as of quotation mentioned price.
Certified By: (please tick) CS/UHFPO

Prepared By: (please tick) Head Assistant-cum-Accountant/Statistician/Cashier

Name and Signature:

Name and Signature:

Date:

Date:

*Enclosed: Original quotations printed in vendor’s official pad having signature with seal.
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Medicine Receipt

Form_20 Facility Copy

(To be prepared by Pharmacist/Medicine Provider)
Name of Facility/Cost Center: ____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon/Patient No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor/Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver/Patient’s
code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Type of Medicine Fund:

Neonate

MNCH

Under-5 child ___________________________________________________________
DCM

Name and amount of Medicines: __________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Service Provider: _______________________________________________Signature __________________Date:__________
Name of Pharmacist/Medicine Provider: ___________________________________Signature __________________Date: __________
Signature/fingerprint of Patient/Coupon Recipient: _____________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)____________________________________Signature: _________________________ Date: _________

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......................

Medicine Receipt

Form_20 Population Council Copy

(To be prepared by Pharmacist/Medicine Provider)
Name of Facility/Cost Center: ____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon/Patient No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor/Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver/Patient’s
code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Type of Medicine Fund:

Neonate

MNCH

Under-5 child ___________________________________________________________
DCM

Name and amount of Medicines: __________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Service Provider: _______________________________________________Signature __________________Date:__________
Name of Pharmacist/Medicine Provider: ___________________________________Signature __________________Date: __________
Signature/fingerprint of Patient/Coupon Recipient: _____________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)____________________________________Signature: _________________________ Date: _________
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Medicine Receipt

Form_20 Patient Copy

(To be prepared by Pharmacist/Medicine Provider)
Name of Facility/Cost Center: ____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon/Patient No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor/Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver/Patient’s
code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Type of Medicine Fund:

Neonate

MNCH

Under-5 child ___________________________________________________________
DCM

Name and amount of Medicines: __________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Service Provider: _______________________________________________Signature __________________Date:__________
Name of Pharmacist/Medicine Provider: ___________________________________Signature __________________Date: __________
Signature/fingerprint of Patient/Coupon Recipient: _____________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)____________________________________Signature: _________________________ Date: _________

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......................
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Diagnostic Service Receipt

Form_21 Facility Copy

(To be prepared by Lab Technician)
Name of Facility/DTC: ____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon/Patient No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor/Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver/Patient’s
code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Neonate

Name of Diagnostic Testing Center (DTC):

Under-5 child ___________________________________________________________
Facility

DTC (please specify)__________________________________________

Name of and reasons for test: ____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Lab Technician: ___________________________________________ Signature ______________________Date: _________
Signature/fingerprint of Patient/Coupon Recipient: ____________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)_________________________________________Signature: ____________________ Date: _________

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......................
Form_21 Population Council Copy

Diagnostic Service Receipt
(To be prepared by Lab Technician)

Name of Facility/DTC: ____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon/Patient No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor/Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver/Patient’s
code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Neonate

Name of Diagnostic Testing Center (DTC):

Under-5 child ___________________________________________________________
Facility

DTC (please specify)__________________________________________

Name of and reasons for test: ____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Lab Technician: ____________________________________________ Signature _____________________Date: _________
Signature/fingerprint of Patient/Coupon Recipient: _____________________________________________________ Date: ________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)________________________________________Signature: _____________________ Date: _________
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Diagnostic Service Receipt

Form_21 Patient Copy

(To be prepared by Lab Technician)
Name of Facility/DTC: ____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon/Patient No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor/Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver/Patient’s
code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Neonate

Name of Diagnostic Testing Center (DTC):

Under-5 child ___________________________________________________________
Facility

DTC (please specify)__________________________________________

Name of and reasons for test: ____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Lab Technician: ___________________________________________ Signature ______________________Date: _________
Signature/fingerprint of Patient/Coupon Recipient: ____________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)________________________________________Signature: _____________________ Date: _________

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......................
Form_21 Diagnostic Center Copy

Diagnostic Service Receipt
(To be prepared by Lab Technician)

Name of Facility/DTC: ____________________________________________
Date:

Sl. No.
DD

MM

YY

Coupon/Patient No:
(From left to right, District code: 1 digit; Upazila code: 2 digits; Union code: 2 digits; Coupon Distributor/Fieldworker’s code: 3 digits; Coupon Receiver/Patient’s
code: 4 digits)
Name:

Pregnant Women

Neonate

Name of Diagnostic Testing Center (DTC):

Under-5 child ___________________________________________________________
Facility

DTC (please specify)__________________________________________

Name of and reasons for test: ____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Lab Technician: ____________________________________________ Signature _____________________Date: _________
Signature/fingerprint of Patient/Coupon Recipient: ____________________________________________________ Date: _________
Approved by: (UHFPO/RMO)________________________________________Signature: _____________________ Date: _________
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Form-22_A

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Expenditure Details for the Month: _________________Year:_________________
Voucher
Number

Check #

Date

Description

HoE Ref. #

Amount in
Taka

Total Taka
HoE Ref. # - Head of Expenditure Reference number. Its description is given below. Ref. numbers 4-7 are not applicable for Jamalpur.
HoE Ref. Code:1-Incentive for MNCH Team; 2- Incentive for fieldworkers; 3-Drugs Consumables and Maintenance
(DCM) and other fund; 4-Transportation costs for coupon beneficiaries; 5-Medicine costs for coupon beneficiaries;
6- Incidental expenses for coupon beneficiaries; 7-Diagonestic costs for coupon beneficiaries
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Form-22_B

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/Cost Centre:
Checks Outstanding Schedule
As of last day of the Month__________Year_________
Check
Date

Check
Number

Payee

Amount in
Taka

Total Amount in Taka
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Form-22_C

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Bank Reconciliation Statement
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
AMOUNT
(Tk)
A. Cash at Bank (Ending Balance per Current Bank Statements)
Less:
B. Outstanding Checks: (From schedule of Outstanding Checks)
C. Bank Errors That Overstate the Bank Balance
D. Total B + C)
E. Adjusted Bank Balance per Office Books (A - D)
(This should agree with bank book balances on hand)
I. Cash in Hand
J. Total per Office Books
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Form-22_D

Introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) Approach to Increase Utilization of
Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Services in Bangladesh
Name of the Facility/ Cost Centre:
Statement of Receipts and Payments
Month : _______________________ Year:__________________
1: Opening Balance Ending balance from last month’s Bank Reconciliation Statement

2: Advance from PC/Dhaka:

3: Total Funds Available: (1+2)
4: Less Total Expenses:
5: Ending Balance:

(From Expense Account)

I certify that the above statement is correct:
Print Name, sign below:

Prepared by:

on

(Date)

Print Name, Sign below:
Approved by:

on
(Date)
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